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NEW TITLES

RRP RRP 
£4.99£4.99

How to Draw: Kawaii Animals
• Kawaii is a hot trend that’s sweeping the globe 
• Includes 28 kawaii-style drawings of animals in just eight steps.

9781782219187 • Yishan Li
Paperback • 292 x 216mm • 32 pages • Search Press

Amigurumi Christmas
• 20 fantastic festive projects to crochet in amigurumi style
• Techniques section to explain amigurumi basics.

9781782219071 • Sarah-Jane Hicks
Paperback • 235 x 190mm • 96 pages • Search Press

Bargello Stitch
• Bringing bargello stitch up to date with fresh colour ways and designs
• Includes 40 design samples at easy, intermediate and advanced levels.

9781782218678 • Laura Angell & Lynsey Angell
Paperback • 246 x 190mm • 160 pages • Search Press

RRP RRP 
£9.99£9.99

RRP RRP 
£12.99£12.99

Knitting Learn It. Love It.
• Ideal for beginners and those who are more advanced
• Contains all the knitting techniques you will need, with step-by-step  
 photos and text.

9781782218531 • Debbie Tomkies
Paperback • 246 x 190mm • 160 pages • Search Press RRP RRP 

£12.99£12.99

Kew: The Watercolour A to Z of Trees and Foliage
• Clear step-by-step sequences show you how to paint each tree
• Includes 24 tree species.

9781782219200 • Adelene Fletcher
Paperback • 280 x 215mm • 128 pages • Search Press

RRP RRP 
£12.99£12.99
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Robyn Octopus & Friends
• Crafters need just basic knitting skills to make these loveable toys
• Comprehensive knitting techniques section
• Make 17 different animals.

9781782218692 • Claire Gelder
Paperback with flaps • 280 x 216mm • 144 pages • Search Press

Modern Gingerbread
• Book includes 15 projects and templates
• Features recipes for making traditional, gluten-free and coloured  
 gingerbread as well as shortbread and icing.
9781782216735 • Sandra Monger
Paperback flexi • 280 x 216mm • 128 pages • Search Press

Lace Reimagined
• A practical exploration of lace and how to use it 
• Packed full of inspiring projects with clearly illustrated lace-making  
 techniques ideal for beginners

9781782217428 • Elizabeth Healey
Paperback • 260 x 204mm • 128 pages • Search Press

How to Draw Cute Heroes
• Teaches drawing in a fun, interactive way with clear steps
• Contains 50 iconic and inspirational heroes who everyone should  
 be aware of.

9781782219248 • Dawn MacDonald
Paperback • 230 x 170mm • 128 pages • Search Press

52 Nature Craft Projects
• Combine connecting with nature with crafting at home
• One engaging craft for every week of the year
• Suitable for crafting with children.

9781782219095 • Barbora Kurcova 
Paperback • 230 x 170mm • 144 pages • Search Press

RRP RRP 
£12.99£12.99

RRP RRP 
£12.99£12.99

RRP RRP 
£12.99£12.99

RRP RRP 
£8.99£8.99

RRP RRP 
£12.99£12.99
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RRP RRP 
£12.99£12.99

Napkin Folding
• 40 fabulous designs to choose from
• Something to suit every occasion, formal or informal
• Clear step-by-step folding instructions.

9781782217619 • Marie Claire Idées
Paperback • 235 x 190mm • 160 pages • Search Press

Quick and Easy Cake Toppers
• 100 quick and easy cake toppers for all occasions
• A handy tools and techniques section explains the basic skills  
 you need
• Projects all selected from the best-selling 20 to Make series.

9781782218043 • Search Press Studio
Paperback flexi • 235 x 190mm • 240 pages • Search Press

Love to Sew
• Contains 60 gorgeous projects from books in the popular 
 Love to Sew series
• The book contains all the templates needed, along with a handy  
 techniques section.

9781782217923 • Various
Paperback flexi • 235 x 190mm • 208 pages • Search Press

RRP RRP 
£9.99£9.99

RRP RRP 
£9.99£9.99

David Bellamy’s Landscapes through the Seasons  
in Watercolour
• Clear, step-by-step techniques
• Six step-by-step projects
• Dozens of David’s inspirational finished paintings.

9781782218999 • David Bellamy
Paperback • 280 x 216mm • 96 pages • Search Press

RRP RRP 
£9.99£9.99
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If you are unable to catch the live demonstrations don't worry –  
you will be able to watch them again on our Facebook and YouTube pages!

CHRISTMAS FESTIVALCHRISTMAS FESTIVAL
Virtual Art and Craft Virtual Art and Craft 

SEARCH PRESS
The world’s f inest art and craf t books
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FRIDAY 20TH – SUNDAY 22ND NOVEMBER

It’s beginning to look a lot like Christmas...
 and at Search Press we’re hosting a free virtual  

Christmas Festival to get you in the festive spirit! 

We’re bringing you a whole host of amazing art and craft tutorials and projects to give you 
plenty of inspiration. Whether you want to needle felt an adorable Christmas robin, or 

crochet the perfect stocking, we've got it covered for you!

Some of the Search Press authors on the lineup:

Enjoy live demonstrations and insightful blogs from inspirational Search Press authors, 
 plus a whole lot more! 

Visit www.searchpress.com  
 or follow us on Facebook for more information.

Artists:
Adebanji Alade 
Grahame Booth
Sharon Hurst
Lesley Linley

Crafters:
Sarah-Jane Hicks
Anna Nikipirowicz
Lindy Smith
Woolly Felters
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Author of Modern GingerbreadModern Gingerbread, Sandra 
Monger, took time out of her busy baking 
schedule to catch up with us about the 
release of her new book, her gingerbread-
making journey and much more!

How are you Sandra and how are you coping 
with everything that’s happening?
I’m good thanks. It’s certainly been a very strange 
and worrying year, but also a time for reflecting 
on what’s important in life. I’ve tried to keep as 
busy as possible and try as many new things as 
possible.
 
Your new book Modern GingerbreadModern Gingerbread looks good 
enough to eat. What made you decide to do a 
gingerbread book? 
Over the years I have been asked to make 
gingerbread houses at Christmas and gingerbread 
treats and favours for weddings. I have always 
been struck at how versatile it is, so I was very 
keen to explore the possibilities it offers. It’s also 
delicious and makes the kitchen smell wonderful 
and is great for gifting and sharing.

The designs in the book are absolute stunning, 
which design is your favourite? Which one was 
the most fun to create?
Being a cat lover my favourite has to be ‘Picture 

Purrfect’. I also enjoyed 
experimenting with fuse 
baking different coloured 
gingerbread and different 
types of dough.
 
Tell us a bit about 
yourself and your 
company Sandra Monger 
Cake Design?
I have always loved baking, making and craft, so 
when I grew tired of my previous career it seemed 
the natural thing to do. I started my own business 
almost 20 years ago and have seen lots of changes 
in cake styles. The ever-increasing popularity of 
baking brings new ideas and talent. In the current 
situation with people spending more time at 
home, baking is a great thing to learn and do and 
you can involve the whole family.
 
 
 
 
 

Picture Purrfect

Sandra Monger Cake Design
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Are the projects suitable for beginners? 
The projects are designed so that you can 
develop skills as you go through the book. 
Beginners can get great results by learning to 
roll and cut gingerbread in the earlier projects, 
then build upon and adapt these skills in the 
more complex ones. I like to think of it as a 
gingerbread journey!

Do you have any tips for beginners?
I would encourage beginners to first familiarise 
themselves with the sections on tools, 
materials, recipes and techniques. Weighing 
and measuring accurately are also important. 
Practice makes perfect so paying attention to 
detail and taking your time really do help to 
achieve the best results. However the most 
important thing is to have fun.
 
How long does it take you to complete an 
average piece (from the book) from start  
to finish?
It really depends on the project. Obviously 
simpler projects are quicker. To make a batch of 
cookies or a sharing square could take up to a 
couple of hours by the time you have weighed, 
mixed, rolled, baked and washed up. Some 
of the more complex projects such as ‘Picture 
Purrfect’ or the gingerbread houses can be done 
over several days, allowing you to do a bit at a 
time. As you develop your skills you will find you 
can can do things quicker.

Where do you find inspiration for your 
designs?
Nature, holidays, fabrics, ceramics – the list is 
endless as inspiration can be found anywhere!
 
What are you working on at the moment? 
I have just moved house so I am doing a lot of 
DIY and painting. The cake tins will be out again 
next week as I have a wedding cake to make.

Do you have any exciting plans for the rest of 
2020 or 2021?
Due to the current situation a lot of things have 
had to be put on hold this year but 2021 looks 
like it’s going to be a busy year as a lot of my 
customers have postponed their celebrations 
until then. In the meantime I’m baking and 
experimenting and thinking about future 
projects. Watch this space!

Sandra’s book, Modern  Modern 
GingerbreadGingerbread is available 
now from Search Press, 
RRP £12.99.

L–R: Gingerbread Cookies, Gingerbread 
Sharing Square, Gingerbread Houses

Wedding Cake from 
Modern Gingerbread 



Facebook – Search Press Art and Craft Books; Search Press Art
Twitter – Search Press Books; @searchpress
Instagram – /SearchPress
Pinterest – /SearchPress
YouTube  – /SearchPress

To get all of the latest updates on crafty events, as well as the chance to win great Search 
Press books, make sure that you follow us on our social media!

Our big warehouse sale has arrived!  
Lots of fantastic C&T titles at crazy low prices!

ONLINE SALE ONLY

www.searchpress.com/warehouse-sale
SHOP NOW!

We have lots of great discounted 
items waiting to be snapped up in our 
warehouse sale, including quilting 
and sewing books, colouring books, 
patterns, products, and even mystery 
novels all at 80% OFF!

But hurry, while stocks last!  
Sale ends 31st October 2020.

Terms and Conditions:
*80% discount applies to books listed at www.searchpress.com/warehouse-sale only. Sale is available until Saturday 31st 
October 2020, while stocks last. Cannot be used in conjunction with any other offers. Free UK P&P when you spend over 
£20 on our website. Please allow 15 working days for delivery. 


